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1994年的《与贸易有关的知识产权协议》（the Agreement on Trade-Related


































The first international agreement for geographical indications to be put forward
and defined clearly is TRIPS （ the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights） in 1994. In which geographical indications are defined
as indications which identify a good as originating in the territory of a Member, or a
region or locality in that territory, where a given quality, reputation or other
characteristic of the good is essentially attributable to its geographical origin.
geographical indications became a kind of independent intellectual properties
hereafter, same as the traditional intellectual properties--copyright, patent and
trademark. While, given the different historical backgrounds in law and society and
that every country is in pursuit of it’s own national interests, different country chooses
different patterns to protect geographical indications, has different opinion on the
legal attributes of geographical indications and even conflicts with each other in the
standard of protecting geographical indications usually. China, as a developing
country, with the long history, rich cultural heritage and various environmental
resources, gives a strong support to the development and protection of geographical
indications , as the developed countries in Europe always do. Therefore, geographical
indications develop rapidly in China with a promising future. Unfortunately, trouble
comes at the same time. The problem of counterfeiting products of geographical
indications have been bothering China for a long time, and the ways of counterfeiting
appear to be a growing number of variety, tremendous counterfeiting geographical
indications products go to the market as a result of the short history of geographical
indications protection, weak legal awareness of geographical indications, confusing
management system and inefficient remedy measures. Which make the rights of
geographical indications holders and users infringed, damage the legitimate rights and
interests of consumers, disrupt the healthy system of a market and become huge
obstacles in the development of geographical indications products as well. It can be













indications and multiple rules exist at the same time according to the study of the
system of law and administration of geographical indications in China. The needs of
geographical indications protection can be met by the current system generally, but
the situations mentioned above inevitably result in chaotic administration and unclear
responsibility of different agencies, which will severely hinder the remedy approaches
when the right of geographical indications holders and users and the legitimate
interests of consumers get infringed. But it doesn’t mean that the existing system
should be abandoned thoroughly or a new law should be promulgated immediately,
because it is an unrealistic way and will make no help to solve the problem the market
already have been met. Actually, coordinating the responsibilities of different agencies,
adjusting the conflicts among the various rules, and absorbing some successful
measures from other countries, which work together can solve the current problems
geographical indications protection have been encountering on the one hand, and will
make a difference effectively to promote the development of geographical indications
and the improvement of the law and the system individually by solving the problem
step by step.






















3、Erven Warnink BV v. J T ownend & Sons (Hull) Ltd.(No. 1),[1979]A.C.731,House
of Lords, 1979-06-21, at 742.
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在我国是受到支持和鼓励的。据统计，截至 2013年 10月 18日，农业部已登记
保护的农产品地理标志数量为 1248件①，截至 2014年 12月 31日，在商标局已
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